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THE MINDFUL KIND
Welcome to The Mindful Kind Interview Series!
I've decided that it's time to throw convention out the window and get a 
whole lot more excited about mindfulness! We know that being mindful 
can bring richness, meaning and calm into our lives and can also offer 
amazing benefits, from better sleep to lower stress. However, I believe 
that our mindfulness journeys can also be refreshing, fun and inspiring! 
Discover which animal best represents mindfulness, what the strangest 
mindful practices are and how to use interesting mindfulness tools. 
You'll find out all of this and much, much more, as this interview series comes to life!

Such a big welcome to the beautiful and talented Karen, creator of Combardis Elixirs. I have been using 
the Combardis aromatic mists for over a year now and I absolutely adore them- they are an integral 
part of my mindfulness routine! I'm so excited to be sharing this interview, filled with Karen's 
down-to-earth insights and meaningful mindfulness practices.

www.combardis.com.au
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PETHARD

The Mindful Kind Interview Series: Karen Pethard

How would you describe mindfulness?

Mindfulness for me is being completely present in whatever it is I am doing. It is also about 
getting comfortable with thoughts and feelings as they come and go and being able to notice 
them without getting drawn into the drama.

What is your favourite mindfulness practice?

A morning routine of yoga stretches and a moment of stillness even if just for 5 minutes. I draw 
upon various meditation techniques depending upon how I am feeling. If my mind is racing I 
will listen to a guided meditation to help bring my thoughts to a calmer place.

What's the first emotion you think of when you hear the word “mindful?”

Calm

If mindfulness were an animal, what would it be?

A puppy ... joyful and happy, living in the moment.
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What is your favourite mindfulness tool and how do you use it?

My Combardis mists…. I love taking a moment to pause. I close my eyes and spray the fine mist 
over my head, I take a deep breath and inhale the beautiful, natural scent and just notice the 
mist settle on my face and body. I love the different feelings the ritual can evoke.

I also use the mist as part of my morning ritual where I repeat an affirmation whilst spraying 
the mist. I remain completely still and use it as a special moment to connect with myself, the 
earth and to set an intention for the day ahead.

Why do you keep practising mindfulness?

I don’t want to miss the joy of life. I want to live consciously and not wake up one day and 
wonder what happened. I want to be present for my children and be a role model for them. I feel 
calmer when I am focused on the present moment and my mind is not racing ahead worrying 
about things that haven’t even happened yet. I keep practising because I need constant
reminding!

Have you experienced any benefits as a result of your mindfulness practice?

Yes indeed! I feel calmer, my mind is clearer and I’m generally a much nicer person to be 
around. I truly believe that when we allow ourselves to dwell in the present moment we become 
more self aware, we are better equipped to deal with challenges and we are more open to
possibilities.

Recently I completed an endurance run (55km) and when I noticed my thoughts racing ahead to 
calculate how much further we had to go and how on earth I could do it I started tapping my 
thumb and forefinger together to bring my mind back to the present moment. This helped me to 
realise that I was okay, I thanked my body and kept going! What I love about mindfulness is 
that there are no rules and there are countless techniques to help bring our mind back to the 
‘now’.

What is your best tip for introducing a mindfulness practice for a beginner?

Don’t try and force it, have fun with it, keep it simple. Incorporate it into what you like doing. If 
you like going for walks just bring your awareness to the sounds your feet make on the ground 
or pay particular attention to the colours you can see.
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Do you think mindfulness is a good practice to teach children?

Absolutely, I believe practicing mindfulness helps us all to understand that our mind is filled 
with thoughts and we don’t have to believe all of them. Teaching children to simply notice and 
acknowledge their thoughts and feelings helps to develop their self awareness. We don’t         
necessarily call it a ‘mindfulness practise’ however I often sit outside with my children and we 
just pay attention to all the sounds we can hear.

What is your most recent mindfulness experience?

Ironing! I challenge myself to turn everyday chores into a mindfulness practise … and it is a 
challenge. I use my breath to bring calm to the moment and then just focus on the task at hand. 
Of course my mind wanders and when I notice it wandering I bring my attention back to my 
breath.

Mindful colouring is a huge trend at the moment! What are your thoughts about 
it?

I love colouring with my daughter. It creates a beautiful, still moment. It’s an activity we can do 
together without judgement.

If you could choose one activity from the following three, what would it be and 
why? Mindful eating, mindful walking or mindful breathing?

Mindful breathing because it is always with me. I like to focus on the breath as a way of staying 
grounded. I often combine this with a quick body scan and I let the breath gently wash any 
tension away.
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I am Karen Pethard, I am passionate about holistic health and wellbeing and am the originator 
of Combardis Elixirs. Combardis Elixirs offer a range of essential oil mists to promote
mindfulness by engaging and uplifting the mind, body and spirit. When used aromatically, 
essential oils help to calm the mind, balance the emotions, energise and empower.


